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PRESS RELEASE
AKIPS exhibiting at US CiscoLive 2019 World of Solutions - #CLUS
San Diego, California, USA – June 10th 2019 – AKIPS is once again exhibiting at CiscoLive World of
Solutions, taking place at the San Diego Convention Center. CiscoLive is Cisco’s world-renowned annual
customer and partner conference that is designed to build the foundation for your digital future by providing
attendees with education, connections and inspiration. This year also celebrates 30 years of CiscoLive.
CEO Paul Koch comments: “I attended many of the early Cisco Networkers prior to the rebranding to CiscoLive.
Now three decades on, it continues to be recognised as the premier technology event among IT professionals.
This year, AKIPS has its biggest stand presence ever, with a massive booth on the main aisle that is staffed by
our software developers. All of the founding creators of AKIPS Network Monitoring Software are also attending
and available for one-on-one meetings.”
As a Cisco Solution Partner, AKIPS and its customers love to see what’s new in the growing Cisco community.
AKIPS delivers now and is the partner for your organisation’s future digital journey. AKIPS is the only software
that can cope with the increasing amount of vital metrics to monitor, analyse, report and alert on the
performance of your network infrastructure. The data centre is undergoing a massive transformation with IT
infrastructure and operations, and the need for visibility of network infrastructure is even more critical.
At the show, the team will be previewing the upcoming AKIPS software release that contains some important
updates and features that have been on the roadmap that is driven by our customer base. There are
improvements to Netflow, a brand new ultra fast Config Crawler allowing Network Engineers to automatically
collect network device configurations, and a Config Viewer to allow you to see differences between revisions.
AKIPS is an innovative Australian company that develops network monitoring software focused on positive user
experience, speed and scalability. AKIPS runs from a single server on customer premises, automatically
discovering wired and wireless networks, identifying and monitoring vital performance metrics out-of-the-box for
hassle-free use.
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See a preview of the latest build at the AKIPS stand @CiscoLive San Diego #CLUS

